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Model 664/10
Design: wiege

Spatial, customized solutions and perfect integration
of technical equipment – Travis combines individual
requirements with the aesthetic excellence of
industrialized, series production.
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Travis. 
The new dimension in conferencing.

Growing specialization and complexity require more and more cooperation
and agreement. The frequency of meetings and conferences and the time
they require is increasing accordingly. Conference equipment and furniture
should be top priority when specifying conference interiors:

• To bring people together, strengthen their common interests and
promote decision processes.

• To convey the values and approach of the company in a lasting manner.
• To open up the multimedia virtual world in view of globalization and

worldwide networking.

As these tasks require highly individual solutions depending on the com-
pany, room dimensions and media technology, Wilkhahn has collaborated
with the wiege design studio to develop the new Travis table range that
combines significant advantages:

• Derived from the Italian word “trave” (beam), the name characterizes
the advantage of table configurations permitting a span of up to three
metres with just a few table legs. This creates a calm atmosphere, allows
flexibility in terms of the number of seats and facilitates floor cleaning.

• The modular frame is an articulating structure comprising pedestal legs,
beams and table top bearers, thus providing perfectly coordinated frame
geometry for virtually any form and format: for a configuration that
is solid or open-centred, circular, oval, barrel-shaped, boat-shaped or
faceted.

• Specially developed, retractable cable channels, adapted to the specific
length of the beams and linking angles, open up a host of possibilities
for integrating state-of-the-art media technology into table configurations
in a way that is easily accessible, functionally and aesthetically perfect.

In a nutshell: Travis accommodates individual requirements with
lasting aesthetics, technical functionality and sustainable quality of 
the highest degree.



This boat-shaped, open-centred table configuration (model 664 /10) is designed to provide
fourteen to sixteen delegate places. The curved shape facilitates interaction among participants.
The table with oak veneer, stained in the colour grey, chamfered table edges and six bright
chromium-plated pedestal legs with slender T-shaped foot sections give the configuration a light
and graceful appearance. The table configuration appears to have floating surfaces due to the
minimal understructure.
The table portals, with veneered hinged covers, provide simple access to the individually
specifiable connectivity modules that are retained within cable management channels
immediately below the table surfaces. This provides ample space for surplus cable and network
adapters so that the table surface may be kept free and tidy. If Wilkhahn 4C-Boxes are used,
every participant can access a presentation via a digital projector at the press of a button.



Tidy and technically
perfect: the table portal
with integral connectivity
modules and concealed
cable management
in the pedestal column.
Technology under
visual control.



In addition to a chamfered and a
straight edge profile, a bullnose

double edge profile is available as
the table lipping option. And: as an

alternative to the T-shaped base,
there is also a disc base, optionally
bright chromium-plated, brushed,

coated in the colour silver with a
satin finish or black. In line with

Wilkhahn’s high quality standards,
it almost goes without saying that

the beams and table top bearers
may also be colour-coordinated.
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Travis allows extremely wide scope not only in terms of table forms and formats, but also
allows the surface finish of the table tops and frame finishes to be coordinated with a specific
design or utilization concept. The white conference table configuration (model 662 /40), 
with a span of 360 cm to accommodate ten to twelve participants, requires two pedestal
legs only. It has a high-performance coating and a straight edge profile. 
In combination with the graceful and transparent swivel chairs from the Aline range,
the result is an extremely loose and light ambience.



Depending on the table top
format, the table form and the
application, pedestal legs with
a disc base or a T-shaped base
are available.

An intelligent addition to 
open-centred configurations:
modesty panels coordinated
with table contours in terms

of length or radius.

Perfect industrial design:
the beams and the table
top bearers allow optimal
adjustment to meet
individual preferences.

The linking angle may be
liberally selected within a
range of 90° to 180°.

Versatile details: three different
types of edge profiles and a
wide choice of surface finishes
to merge with an existing
design theme.

Travis.
Customization perfected 
by series production.

The Travis range offers a host of pre-specified model variations that provide a solution to
many requirements. The modular frame structure also allows customized solutions – in the
same excellent quality as the series models as its design is both simple and intelligent:

• Two pedestal supports are linked via a beam in extruded aluminium profile with a high-
precision finish over a maximum length of three metres, using either an end closure or a
pivoting mechanism which accepts the next beam at a specifiable angle (within a range
of 90°–180°). This system allows the pedestal supports and beams to be linked to create
limitless configurations.

• Positionable table top bearers in die-cast aluminium slide into the mounting grooves
on both sides of the beams as required and are secured in the required position. A unique
leveller device at the end of the bearer onto which the table tops are located not only
gives the table top segments their “floating” character, but it also guarantees simple
and precise positioning to give even complex configurations a coherent appearance.

• The retractable cable channels are finished to match the beams and the corner brackets
to ensure a coherent design language in any configuration down to the very last detail.
The additional cost of such perfection pays off quickly in terms of use: due to smooth
functioning, fast and simple accessibility, exchangeability of connection modules as
required and time-saving operation.

When the desired frame has been configured, the table top segments are simply positioned,
secured and levelled via the table top bearers. The modular frame structure allows future
adjustment as required.
Circular or angular, boat-shaped or barrel-shaped, as an open-centred or a solid configu-
ration, with a disc base or a T-shaped base, with chamfered, straight or bullnose double
edge profile, with elegant veneer or hardwearing coating – Travis is the ideal range for
customized conference table configurations. We hope you will be inspired to create your
own ideas. Your brief is our challenge – the Wilkhahn Customized Manufacturing Centre
looks forward to tailoring a solution just for you.



Travis is striking as a free-standing table too. Generous legroom, table tops spanning up to 280 x 120 cm (fig. model 661 /6) and elegant
surface finishes are a sure mark of prestige in an executive’s office.



Travis. 
Ready for the challenge.

Media technology has become an indispensable part of modern
conference spaces. However, the way in which it is used invariably
becomes a source of aggravation rather than of support: tedious
cable installations and time and effort required for subsequent
changes are a considerable cost factor. Cable clutter and network
adapters on tables create a chaotic impression, inconvenient
switching between sources of connectivity or even insufficient
connections impair human interplay. From the very outset, Travis
was therefore developed as a table system that allows perfect, 
user-friendly and coherent integration of modern technology.

The interior of the retractable cable management channels has
special mounting grooves to accept modules for power, data, audio
and network connections as required. The connectivity modules are
fixed at an angle to permit easy access via the integral, hinged table
portals. For more convenience and if required, modules may include
dividers for separate channelling of power and data cables; and
strain anchors ensure safe and interference-free connections.
Besides, the cable management channels are so spacious that
they can also accept network adapters or battery charging devices
for mobile telephones in addition to surplus cable.

A joint project between Wilkhahn and its subsidiary company,
foresee™, resulted in the development of connectivity modules
with a “show-me button”; the modules are optionally available
and connected in series. At the push of a button, a participant
can access a presentation on the output device from his or her
place via a notebook to make contents spontaneously available
to all other participants. What is more: only one cable string is
required per table configuration to supply up to 40 users with
all connections necessary.

Variable positioning of the table top bearers in the beam ensure
that integrated technical equipment and table portals are located
precisely where they are needed. If media technology is to be
integrated, for example a retractable computer display, a variably
positionable techni-frame is inserted between beam sections to
ensure that the weight load is supported by the table frame and not
by the table top.

We will be delighted to meet you for a personal consultation to find
a technical solution that is perfectly tailored to your specific needs
and provides you with optimal benefits.

Easily accessible, spacious and
integrating perfect, optional equipment:
cable channels in high-quality aluminium.

Larger pieces of technical equipment,
such as retractable monitors, are
mounted in a concealed manner into the
techni-frames to ensure that table tops
do not have to support the weight load.

Optionally available: the specially
developed 4C-Boxes with “show-me
button” for spontaneous visual presen-
tation of material from every workplace.

Put an end to cable clutter and
makeshift arrangements: connectivity
modules permitting variable configu-
ration are integrated at a convenient
and safe-to-use angle.
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1_Cable outlet aluminium, clear anodized 2_Cable outlet veneered to match table top 3_Integrated Techni-station Executive aluminium,
with single-direction access 4_Telephone conference module aluminium, closed 5_Integrated double Techni-station Executive aluminium,
with dual-direction access 6_Integrated double Techni-station Executive aluminium, with dual-direction access, closed 7_Telephone
conference module aluminium, opened up 8_Integrated Techni-station Comfort aluminium, flipped up 9_Table portal veneered to match
table top, open 10_Table portal veneered to match table top, closed 11_Double table portal veneered to match table top, with dual-direction
access 12_Slot-in microphone



Functions. Materials. Models.

Function
Modular pedestal table system for configuring individually specified, static table
configurations and free-standing tables for furnishing conference and executive
interiors with a classic character in which wide spans of tables, customized table
formats and forms and perfect integration of media technology are required.

Frame
T-shaped base in bright chromium-plated, die-cast aluminium or coated in the
colour silver, satin finish, or black. Disc base in steel with a stainless steel
covering, high-lustre polished, brushed or coated in the colour silver, satin finish,
or black. Table column in steel tube, in bright chromium-plated or coated in the
colour silver, satin finish, or black. Column optionally with duct for power supply
(please specify when ordering). Beam with five mounting grooves in extruded
aluminium profile, coated in the colour silver, satin finish, or black.

End closures and pivoting mechanism for attachment to table columns in 
die-cast aluminium in the same colour as the beam. Table top bearers in die-cast
aluminium coated to match the beams in the colour silver, satin finish, or black,

for attaching the table top; the table top bearers are infinitely positionable within
the beam and include steel devices for levelling out surface irregularities.
Adjustable glides in black polypropylene, optionally with felt insert (for hard
floors). The T-shaped base has colour-matched cover caps in stainless steel.

Base materials: table tops
Particle board for straight and double bullnose edge profile; MDF panel for
chamfered edge profile.
Table top group 1 – laminate
Table top thickness 27 mm
Laminate according to Wilkhahn laminate samples.
Polypropylene edge profile in the same colour as the table surface.
Only straight edge profile possible.
Table top group 2 – veneer on top and underside
Table top thickness 27 mm

661/6, 120 x 280 661/61, 120 x 280

662/30, diameter 240, 8–10* persons 662/40, 120 x 360, 10–12* persons

662/10, 180 x 340, 10–14* persons
662 /20, 180 x 540, 14–18* persons

662/50, 220 x 360, 10–14* persons
662 /60, 240 x 540, 14–18* persons

661/62, 120 x 280



Variation 1
Beech, maple, oak or ash veneer according to Wilkhahn woodstain colour
samples (exception: maple or ash with a natural finish is not available with a
straight edge profile). Solid wood lipping as far as possible in the same colour
as the veneer.

Variation 2
Cherry or walnut veneer according to Wilkhahn woodstain colour samples.
Solid wood lipping as far as possible in the same colour as the veneer. 
Real wood veneer is processed by slip-match method onto the table top.

Modesty panels
In fluted aluminium that can be shaped to adapt to the contours of the table
configuration; clear anodized or coated in the colour silver, satin finish, or black.
Support brackets in steel, coated in the colour silver, satin finish, or black.

Cable channels
Fold-down, in extruded aluminium profile with guiding grooves, coated in
the colour silver, satin finish, or black depending on the surface finish.
Optional dividers and strain anchors in black plastic.

Techni-frames
Optional techni-frames in steel profile coated in the same colour as the beams
and table top bearers, allowing variable positioning in depth, for insertion
between ends of beams.

Subject to technical change without notice.

Example of U-shape: table top depth
90, 360 x 360, 12–15* persons

All dimensions in cm
* Number of persons in a high density seating arrangement (70 cm edge length per person)

663/60, circular table configuration, 
table top depth 90, diameter 1126, 
36 persons
665 /60, circular table configuration, 
table top depth 120, diameter 1156, 
36 persons

661/63, 120 x 280 661/8, 120 x 280



664 /30, table top depth 90, 398 x 1234, 30–32* persons
666 /30, table top depth 120, 456 x 1277, 30–32* persons

664 /70, table top depth 90, 290 x 1253, 30–32* persons
666 /70, table top depth 120, 349 x 1308, 30–32* persons

664 /10, table top depth 90, 227 x 537, 14–16* persons
666 /10, table top depth 120, 287 x 592, 14–16* persons

664/20, table top depth 90, 317 x 537, 16–18* persons
666 /20, table top depth 120, 377 x 592, 16–18* persons



664/50, table top depth 90, 204 x 540, 14–16* persons
666/50, table top depth 120, 263 x 597, 14–16* persons

664/60, table top depth 90, 294 x 540, 16–18* persons
666/60, table top depth 120, 353 x 597, 16–18* persons

664/80, table top depth 90, 380 x 1253, 32–34* persons
666/80, table top depth 120, 439 x 1308, 32–34* persons

664/40, table top depth 90, 468 x 1234, 32–34* persons
666/40, table top depth 120, 546 x 1277, 32–34* persons



Travis. 
Conference. Excellence. State-of-the-art.

Wilkhahn started to specialize in furnishing conference interiors with high-quality
design and customized solutions many years ago. Table ranges such as Confair, Timetable, 
Logon or Palette have set new international standards for dynamic and variable table 
configurations that are still valid today. And Wilkhahn was the first company to integrate
modern, interactive information and communication technologies into conference furniture,
thus creating a new generation of solutions for conference settings. Competence in terms
of concept formation, award-winning industrial design, high-quality customization and
technological know-how mark the excellence of Wilkhahn conference furniture solutions
throughout the world.

Global experience and the latest knowledge on the quality of applications, features
and design have been incorporated into the development of Travis in order to offer
“Conference. Excellence.” within static meeting environments also.

The pre-specified models of free-standing tables and table configurations will give you an
initial overview of the host of possibilities for coordinating Travis solutions with space for-
mat, the number of seats required and the utilization concept. In addition, there is extremely
wide scope for re-dimensioning table sizes and forms, and for specifying table surface
finishes and technical equipment to meet your personal requirements.

Your brief is our challenge.



Australia
Wilkhahn Asia Pacific
Head Quarters
Wilkhahn Forum Sydney
A2, Alexandria Industrial Estate
46 -62 Maddox Street
Alexandria NSW 2015
Tel. + 61 (2) 9310 3355
Fax + 61 (2) 9319 5655
wilkhahn@wilkhahn.com.au

Wilkhahn Forum Brisbane
2/40 Douglas Street
Milton QLD 4064
Tel. + 61 (7) 3369 2088
Fax + 61 (7) 3369 3088
wilkhahn@wilkhahn.com.au

Wilkhahn Forum Melbourne
Level 1, 423 Bourke Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel. + 61 (3) 9670 5570
Fax + 61 (3) 9670 5535
wilkhahn@wilkhahn.com.au

Belgium
Wilkhahn
Oude Leeuwenrui 7-11
2000 Antwerpen
Tel. + 32 (0) 3 232 93 91
Fax + 32 (0) 3 227 16 16
info@wilkhahn.be

Central and Eastern Europe
Wilkhahn Poland
Focus Building
Ul. Armii Ludowej 26
00–609 Warszawa
Tel. + 48 (0) 225797755
Fax + 48 (0) 225797756
marek.poniewierka@wilkhahn.pl

China
Wilkhahn Asia Pacific
Wilkhahn Forum Shanghai
Suite 7602, Building 7
No. 10 Jian Guo Zhong Road
Lu Wan District
Shanghai 200025
Tel. + 86 (21) 5466 1919
Fax + 86 (21) 5465 1642
wilkhahn@wilkhahn.com.au

España
Wilkhahn S.A.
Apolonio Morales, 6
28036 Madrid
Tel. + 34 91 515 85 80
Fax + 34 91 411 46 86
infocomercial@wilkhahn.es
www.wilkhahn.es

France
Wilkhahn S.à r.l.
Hôtel industriel Berlier
15 rue Jean-Baptiste Berlier
75013 Paris
Tél. + 33 (0) 1 44 23 76 70
Fax + 33 (0) 1 44 23 76 75
info@wilkhahn.fr

Great Britain
Wilkhahn Ltd.
Wilkhahn Forum London
Morelands
5-23E Old Street
London EC1V 9HL
Tel. + 44 (0)20 73 24 29 00
Fax + 44 (0)20 73 24 29 01
sales@wilkhahn.co.uk

Hong Kong
Wilkhahn Asia Pacific
Wilkhahn Forum Hong Kong
Shui On Centre, Unit 907
6-8 Harbour Road, Wanchai
Tel. + 8522827 0800
Fax + 8522827 0855
wilkhahn@wilkhahn.com.au

Japan
Wilkhahn Japan Co., Ltd.
Axis Building 3F
5-17-1 Roppongi
Minato-ku
Tokyo 106-0032
Tel. + 81 (0) 3 55732411
Fax + 81 (0) 3 55732413
info@wilkhahn.co.jp
www.wilkhahn.co.jp

Malaysia
Wilkhahn Asia Pacific
Wilkhahn Forum Kuala Lumpur
Menara Haw Par, Suite 29.02
Jalan Sultan Ismail
Kuala Lumpur 50250
Tel. + 60 (3) 20728077
Fax + 60 (3) 20721868
wilkhahn@wilkhahn.com.au

Nederland
Wilkhahn Forum Rotterdam
Van Nelle-Ontwerpfabriek
Van Nelleweg 3138
3044 BC Rotterdam
Tel. + 31 (0) 10 750 33 90
Fax + 31 (0) 10 750 33 91
info@wilkhahn.nl

North America
Vecta®

1800 South Great
Southwest Parkway
Grand Prairie
Texas 75051
Tel. + 1 (0) 972 64128 60
Fax + 1 (0) 972 66017 46
mrose@vecta.com
www.vecta.com

Österreich
Wilkhahn Handelsges.m.b.H.
Wimbergergasse 12
Kundeneingang Kaiserstraße 69
1070 Wien
Tel. + 43 (0) 1 894 21 68-0
Fax + 43 (0) 1 890 32 39-15
office@wilkhahn.at

Schweiz
Wilkhahn AG
Postgasse 17
Postfach 808
3000 Bern 8
Tel. + 41 (0) 31 310 13 13
Fax + 41 (0) 31 310 13 19
info@wilkhahn.ch
www.wilkhahn.ch

Singapore
Wilkhahn Asia Pacific
Wilkhahn Forum Singapore
61 Alexandra Terrace
#07-03 Harbour Link
Singapore 119936
Tel. + 65622 111 86
Fax + 65622 111 25
wilkhahn@wilkhahn.com.au

South Africa
Emergent Office Solutions Pty. Ltd.
P.O. Box 2963
Johannesburg 2000
Tel. + 27 (0) 11 575 00 44
Fax + 27 (0) 11 576 19 35 
info@emergent.co.za
www.emergent.co.za

United Arab Emirates
Wilkhahn Middle East
DAFZA Phase 4
Block A
Office 132
Dubai
Tel. + 97142 04 51 32
Fax + 97142 04 51 34
victor.ramos@wilkhahn.de

www.wilkhahn.com

Wilkhahn
Wilkening + Hahne GmbH+Co. KG
Fritz-Hahne-Straße 8
31848 Bad Münder
Germany
Tel. + 49 (0) 5042 999-0
Fax + 49 (0) 5042 999-226
info@wilkhahn.de
www.wilkhahn.de
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Witteveen Projectinrichting
Ouderkerk a/d Amstel
Tel: 020 - 496 5030
Fax: 020 - 496 3052
info@witteveen.nl

www.project-inrichting.nl


